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This project analyzes the
role that culture and
demographics play in interventions within a pre-existing system network. The
research is geared towards
understanding how healthcare
systems demand different
solutions across cultural and
geographical boundaries. My
work acknowledges and highlights the unimportance given
ABSTRACT.

to non-clinical services
which results in a stark
contrast between the ground
reality versus the theory
of healthcare design. To
approach these larger domains
of region-specific healthcare problems, I conducted
research in the form of
case studies, interviews,
and on-site observation on
three levels: urban tier 1,
urban tier 2, and rural. The
resultant design, essentially
a culmination of transfer
board, stretcher and bed as
utilities, aims at providing
ease of transfers and waiting
related services through a
flexible modular system that

Fig 0.1

may be operated by untrained
users.
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I was afraid of being trained
in an environment which was
strikingly different from my
own, and wondered whether
I would be able to use the
tools and sensibilities I
THE STORY

gain in a foreign land in a
predominantly native context. Eventually, I started
noticing the differences in
literature, music, and visual aesthetics, that target
the audiences of particular
regions across geographical
boundaries. This intercultural branding was equally
responsible for localization,
as it was for globalization.
I started to wonder how the
typology of culture affects
design of products, especially mass produced industrial
objects which tend to remain
constant across boundaries
and rarely adapt to geograph-

Fig 0.2
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In September 2013, when I

ical demographics. This is

left India to continue my

profoundly visible in indus-

design studies in England, I

tries such as healthcare,

was overwhelmed by the small

where products and services

differences in perception,

are traditionally designed

humor and delivery between

for survival and systems are

the two regions which I would

directly imported from for-

later understand as culture.

eign cultures.
13

Cultural trends and demo-

tent to use industrial design

effective, requiring reduced

cal staff. This would help

graphics change significantly

tools to ease a patient’s

manpower, and allowing more

in the incorporation of the

across geographical bound-

experience within the health-

independence to patients and

final product within the na-

aries due to which systems

care system.

their families.

tive environment of both,

the highly organic popular

The visit brought me to a

It would perform three ba-

sourced materials and tech-

culture and traditions of a

realization of the harsh re-

sic tasks which would ease

niques would keep the product

region. Apart from the exten-

alities imposed by theoreti-

a majority, if not the com-

commercially affordable and

sive scale of these estab-

cal concepts in a practical

plete, logistical journey of

create a basic manufacturing

lishments in a country, these

environment. Having spent

a patient for over 24 hours.

technique which can be devel-

systems are pre-established

time in the biggest hospital

These features include scoop

oped and assembled within a

and relatable to the popula-

of the state to the minimal-

lifting, flat bed and trans-

primitive environment. Even-

tion making it extremely hard

ly equipped healthcare es-

fer board features for med-

tually, I aim at proposing

to adapt and change.

tablishment in a village, I

ical equipment. It would be

the stretcher to local hospi-

find it difficult to adapt to

14

usage and production. Locally

saw the lack of focus on most

operated by first time and

tals, equipment distributors

Since September 2019, I have

non-clinical services across

untrained users, mostly the

or NGO’s who I had interacted

delved into understanding the

all centers. Most budgets

family of the patient. This

with during my primary re-

possibilities of using design

were spent on providing for

product would help patients

search. My ultimate goal is

tools in an attempt to look

essential medical needs thus,

mitigate through commonly

to transfer a predominantly

for interventions within hos-

leaving all logistical pa-

observed scenarios such as

conceptual design into a com-

pitals located in the state

tient-related services in

anxiety while waiting, doctor

mercially marketable device

of Bihar in Northern India.

deplorable conditions. I col-

observation transfers, move-

for rural healthcare.

Predominantly a rural state,

laborated with local doctors

ment within the current in-

89% of Bihar’s population

to create an equipment that

frastructure, diagnostics and

lives in villages and ranks

would incorporate the comfort

basic medical observation.

significantly low in social

of the patient, tackle infra-

It would allow the family to

demographics such as literacy

structural limitations and

steer the patient through

rate, poverty percentage and

harmonize with cultural hab-

different rooms, floors and

healthcare. I visited Bihar

its thus, catering to the ru-

spaces without external help.

in January 2020 to conduct

ral populace and stakeholders

Further to the concept proto-

primary research for three

of the existing system. This

type, I plan on testing the

weeks which involved shadow-

equipment would potentially

device in an actual hospi-

ing medical staff, patients

replace existing stretchers

tal environment and taking

and facilities with the in-

on the account of being cost

critiques from local medi15

CAN DESIGN REALLY BE BORROWED
ACROSS CULTURAL BOUDARIES?

2.0
3.0

1.0
HEALTHCARE

DEFINING THE PROJECT
CAN WE INTERVENE WITHIN
THE SYSTEM, INSTEAD OF
MAKING A NEW SYSTEM?

PRIMARY RESEARCH

IS GROUND REALITY

DIFFERENT FROM THE
THEORY?

DESIGN
HOW DOES THE INTERVENTION
EASE THE SYSTEM?

1.1

The first tier of this project involves looking at the
different demographics within

THE BEGINNING

18

India and what factors drive
the force of healthcare. A
large part of personal income is dedicated towards
health due to lack of insurance services, and thus, the
demographics and individual
cultural traits play a major
role in how people prioritize
their well-being.
Bihar, India
The research offered me an
insight into the socio-culMy research began with obser-

tural norms that exist within

vation and understanding of the

specific regions of the coun-

problems in the healthcare setup

try. One such region, the

of rural and sub-urban India,

state of Bihar, is a victim

the cultural clash with the

of multiple social problems,

system and possible design in-

all of which funnel down to

terventions within this system.

poor healthcare infrastruc-

The idea was to question wheth-

ture. My objective was to un-

er it is possible to use design

derstand the cultural clashes

as a mechanism of thinking, if

within a healthcare system

a product can reflect upon an

adopted from outside the

established system such that it

country, and caters to a so-

eases its way in through practi-

ciety with strong traditional

cal solutions.

beliefs.

Fig 1.1
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On account of higher spending capacity of consumers in
towns and cities, a majority
of the Indian healthcare professionals are concentrated
in and around urban locales,
leaving rural areas under
served. While India meets the
global average in the number of physicians, nearly 75%
dispensaries, 60% hospitals
Population

Literacy

Poverty

Healthcare

Density

Rate

Percentage

Crises

and 80% doctors are in urban areas. Doctors cater to
a third of the urban population, or no more than 442
Fig 1.2

million people.

Narrowing down the window of
suburban and rural healthcare facilities, I focussed
my research specifically in
Bihar and looking at the macro livelihood of the people.
Multiple social factors create both, minimal and immense
problems at the systemic level within this broad range of
health. I interviewed people,
and tried to narrow down a
few topics of interest within
this system.
20
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1.2

Healthcare in India is like a

HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

complex engine run by multi-

where almost every household

ple faculties of the society.

has someone to offer health-

There are many factors that

care advice. However, the

affect the position and qual-

authenticity of information

ity of the healthcare system

offered is often debatable.

in this country.

To create awareness in this

13

OF INDIA
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area, a startup called ‘myupHealth Infrastructure

char’ meaning self-treatment

Recent research states that

in Hindi, gives users a range

there is one government hos-

of information on Ayurveda,

pital bed for every 2,046

“whole-body” holistic treat-

individuals, one govern-

ment, homeopathy and allop-

ment doctor for every 10,189

athy, to address various

Paucity of doctors, nurses &

people, and one state-run

health and wellness-related

administrative staff

hospital for every 90,343

issues, including obesity,

One of the biggest challeng-

citizens, respectively. In

pregnancy, women’s health and

es faced by the healthcare

comparison to these dismal

post-surgery care.

industry in general, and

numbers, the United States

private hospitals in particu-

has 24.5 doctors for every

Health Insurance

lar, is of manpower shortage.

10,000 people and one hospi-

Insurance regulatory and

There is a sheer scarcity of

tal bed for every 345 citi-

development authority (IRDA)

people who have the requisite

zens. India also has a short-

has stated that India’s per

skills required by hospitals,

age of specialist doctors

capita healthcare expendi-

including doctors, nurses and

at rural community health

ture is one of the lowest

paramedical staff. There are

centers, according to Indian

in the world. The fact that

several medical schools in

government health and family

government’s contribution to

the country but the course

welfare statistics.

insurance stands at roughly

content in these schools is

32%, as opposed to 83.5% in

not so much in sync with what

Preventive Care

the UK. 76% of Indians do not

the industry demands. Hence,

Rather than consulting

have health insurance which

the hospitals must provide

trained doctors, home rem-

results in the high out-of-

relevant training to the

edies are often used as an

pocket expenses incurred by

staff. Pulling the doctors

effective mode of treatment,

the citizens of this country.

and nurses often from work
23

complex medical system that

India, especially in rural

emphasizes physical, mental,

regions of the country. There

and spiritual health. This

are many cultural beliefs

includes a regulated daily

linked with health like women

life, rejuvenating measures,

being forbidden from cooking

and the practice of yoga. It

while menstruating or eating

is a practice based on the

with fingers considered an

belief that imbalance within

important part of balancing

the body is to be cured by

bodily energies.

restoration through medita-

for training is a sizeable
challenge that the human
resources manager of a hospital has to grapple with,
resulting in significant
time and costs involved.
Health Beliefs

24

tion, dietary control and

Although there has been much

natural medicine. Root causes

Western influence due to

for diseases are considered

globalization in the urban

to include many things such

healthcare systems of In-

as physical ailments, stress,

dia, these multiple factors

and karma, an approach

primarily shape the rural

radically different from

healthcare systems, to date,

Western sciences.

in the country.

Treatment and medicine mix-

Cultural Beliefs and
Practices

es fluidly with religion in

Beliefs and practices are

Indian culture. India has a

intended to honor and uphold

variety of medical systems,

the family, while modesty

of which western medicine

is highly valued. Educa-

is only one. The medical

tion is accessible mainly to

heritage of Muslim prac-

financially abled and sound

tices, called Unani Tibbi,

population. Intellectual fam-

integrates Arabic medicine,

ilies expect their children

homeopathic systems, and

to achieve in the realm of

regional and local health

education which often leads

practices. Ayurveda,

to such individuals ending up

roughly translated as “the

in the medical field. Gender

science of life,” is a

disparity still exists in
25

Infrastructure, a major fac-

doctors prefer to dwell and

1. Patients unable read

tor in the system is con-

work in cities. This also

English

stantly challenged at all

offers them a better quality

The text on pharmaceutical

levels. Due to multiple

of life.

products needs to be stan-

factors which lead to poor

dardized across the country

infrastructure within specific

All the three macro catego-

CULTURAL CLASHES

and thus, is in English. This

regions, the micro management

ries were researched upon

WITH THE SYSTEM

proves to be a major prob-

at these locations suffers

and people were interviewed

lem for the rural population

many consequences. Lack of

based on the research. More

of the country. India is a

lifts, electricity issues and

in-depth knowledge of the

country of a multitude of re-

narrow corridors in large

systems was created to under-

gional languages. Most rural

scale hospitals make the ev-

stand to difference between

areas provide no access to

eryday work of medical staff

the psychological problems

learning English or a limited

difficult and stressful.

from the physical problems.

1.3

Literacy vs HealthCare

The cultural interventions

the patients in a position of

Poverty vs HealthCare

were present in the both

disadvantage.

5. Collectivistic society

forms; as beliefs and as

from interactions with local

Most patient’s families visit

physical entities.

professionals and compiled

2. Wayfinding signages

Infrastructure vs HealthCare

the hospital in groups of

them under social categories

People travel to the closest

3. Poor road infrastructure

3-4. These families often

of ‘literacy’, ‘infrastruc-

town for hospital treatment

Rural areas lack infrastruc-

come to the town hospital

ture’ and ‘poverty’; for

and cannot understand the

ture to support efficient

from the villages and can-

targeted research in these

signages.

transfers to the hospital,

not afford accommodation and

three domains. I chose ‘in-

Within a country of 1625 dif-

leaving medical aid com-

thus, end up using hospital

frastructure’ as a targeted

ferent languages, it has been

pletely unaccessible to some

lobbies as a temporary set-

domain and took a deep dive

a consistent struggle for the

villages.

tlement.

to understand the system

industry to match language

4. Lack of Manpower to shift

6. Doctors do not prefer

better. The broader aspects

standards. Most communica-

the patient from the bed -

working in rural areas

of cultural and practical

tions within this industry

wheelchair - toilet

Most doctors are trained in

interferences were a result

are standardized and people

On an average, 4 adults are

the city, for the city. It is

of academic research, inter-

of multiple ethnic groups find

required for patient trans-

seen as a downgrade of their

views and observations. Each

it difficult to navigate the

fers and due to lack of man-

skill. Providing service in

problem area is categorized

different sub-sections of

power, many procedures often

rural areas is not financial-

into a macro category.

this system.

suffer a delay.

ly rewarding and hence, most

I received multiple insights

26

education overall, which puts

27

01. The Patients can’t read
English
Medicines are never written in a cultural language,
but standardized across the
country in English.

Fig 1.4

02. Wayfinding signages
Fig 1.3

People travel to the closest town for hospital
treatment and cannot understand the signages

28
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Fig 1.5

30

Fig 1.6

03. Ambulances on road infrastructure

04. Lack of manpower to shift patients

Small villages lack infrastructure for proper

Around 4 people required to pick up an adult patient

ambulances to operate.

both at the hospital and then during home recovery.
31

06. Doctors don’t
want to work in rural
places
All doctors are city
trained. It is seen as
a downgrade of their
skill. They want to
work in a better environment.

Fig 1.7

05. Collectivistic society: Families at the hospital
3-4 people come to the town hospital from the village
and cannot afford accommodation. They live in the

Fig 1.8

lobby.
32
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1.4
RESEARCH

INTERVIEWS

Multiple interviews were
conducted with various
health professionals and
patients associated with the
system. The intent of these
interviews was to understand
the present state of healthcare in this region, the
challenges faced by doctors,
patients, and their families
alike, and the complexities
of this system. Additionally,
I attempted to reach out and
speak with charity health
organizations on how they
create impact in areas with
social barriers.

34
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. The families accompanying the
patients need space. There
are restrictions inside and
outside the hospital in terms
of accommodation.
DR. ANUJ SINGH
Neurosurgeon,
CNS Hospital Patna
MICRO

MACRO

. Wayfinding signages are accompanied by supervisors who
help the patients navigate
through the hospital.
Manpower is an issue post the

REMOTE

release from the hospital.
Most patients cannot afford
home nursing and request
Dr. Anuj Singh

Dr. Sanjay Agarwal

Dr. Saaransh Desai

Neurosurgeon,

Advisor,

Cardiologist, Alaska

CNS Hospital, Patna

Ministry of Health

Ex-Physician, PHC Gujarat

Delhi Government
Dr. Arika Singh

Dr. Rajendra Gupta

. The demographics of the
patients who come to Patna
for treatment is vast.
. People come from all over

help after their time at the
hospital.
. Moving a patient from the bed
to the wheelchair and taking

Radiologist,

Dr. Tulika Sharma

NGO Physician,

Bihar & Jharkhand to avail

them to the bathroom is a

CNS Hospital, Patna

Hospital Manager,

Muzzafarnagar

medical help.

tough task, as it requires at

Delhi
Dr. MK Aggarwal
Physician
Divya Chitkara
Nurse,
RML Hospital, Delhi

. Hospitals face financial
challenges due to the mindset

least four people.
. Ambulances generally provide

and expectations of people.

quick service in urban areas,

They hope to get discounts

but in the villages the

based on their affordability

service barely exists. Most

and personal connections.

ambulances which make it to

. The working of the pharmacy
inside the hospital because
of medicine affordability is

the site of emergency may not
be well equipped.
. Electricity cuts are fre-

a challenge. People ask for

quent, but we have power

discounts and it is hard to

backup in the hospital.

turn down people in need;
both ethically and according
36

to the law.

37

SNIPPETS

Departments we target while
strategizing:
. Healthacare approaches
. Disease prevention

. Sometimes, nurses are not
well educated. Head nurses
must constantly instruct

. Curative health services
. Primary & secondary care

them on their tasks. This
DIVYA CHITKARA
Nurse,
RML Hospital Delhi

results in the process being
dependent on the patient and/
or their family and cannot
happen without their cooperation.

. Wheelchairs and stretchers
are often outdated and the

system in a hospital. Ideal-

lock systems are broken which

ly, open hair is a problem.

makes it exceedingly difficult

Hospital waste management

to operate them. Legally,

system plays a huge criterion

there should be two staff

in infection control.

members and one nurse with
the patient at all times when
on a stretcher. When optional, people prefer to walk.
. Generally, when patients are

Macro Organisation, Delhi

Mechanisms
. Indoor hospital based

Healthcare

journey: admission plus
technologies
. Clinical specialities:
medical facilities
. Speciality specific

accessible 24*7, power generators are used for immediate
energy. ICU’s and OT’s keep
running. Infusion pumps
need to be charged and are

is no pillow to support their

always being charged during

head and glucose bottles are

electricity timings. Timing

kept next to the body of the

is key to the requirement of

patient. Ivy stands may be

equipment. There are approx-

absent from some stretchers.

imately 40 infusion pumps at

capacity. Staff and patients

. Pre service activities:

. Since electricity is not

transferred to the OT, there

. Lifts have limited space and

38

. Infection control is a big

DR. SANJAY AGARWAL

one location.
. Calling stations for nurses

cannot get in together, so

are not present in general

people generally give way

wards. Patients or families

to the stretcher and wait

speak out loud to summon

themselves.

help.

Fig 1.4.1
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waiting room at night for them.

We have started opening up the

overnight in the hospital.

The families come and stay

“”

velopment. For anything that

These interviews provided

costs more money, patients

valuable insights into the

are recommended to secondary

workings of the healthcare

or tertiary care units.”
. In about 50% instances,

system. Many conversations

DR. SAARANSH DESAI

people do not follow the

environment in which these

Cardiologist,

doctor’s recommendations.

people work. This eventually

Anchorage Alaska

They have more faith in home

directed me towards specific

remedies.

questions in an attempt to

There is a lack of expecta-

understand the psychology of

tions compared to the USA.

the people involved in the

defined the landscape of the

. “Even in the remotest setup

practice.

in the USA, people expect
certain things from a hospi-

INTERVIEW

Many people felt that it

tal. In India, the patient’s

SYNTHESIS

was difficult to point out

survival is his problem.

issues since many have been

This creates a sense of own

improvised within the system

responsibility and fear

and the practitioners have

amongst the patient.”

accepted these problems.

. In a governmental setup,

Thus, it is essential to do

the medical centers are

constructive primary research

either too big or too small.

and observe the claims which

Either people get lost and

have been made by different

a single room. One section

don’t know where to go, or

individuals. It is import-

is the doctor’s desk and

the setup lacks essential

ant to note that certain

. A PHC is essentially just

the other hosts a pharmacy.
People stand and wait in the

facilities.
. “Doctors don’t want to work

‘problems’ of a particular
area may not be viewed as a

remaining part of the room,

there. The work is not

‘problem’ in another region.

sometimes even outside.

challenging and there is much

This change in mentality

. 
“You need to understand how

42



more to a doctor’s career

and psychology leads to the

the financial structure works.

than looking at primary

understing of which systems

It is the primary reason why

healthcare with the most

have been successful and

there has been limited de-

basic tools.”

which systems have failed.
43

Points of Intervention:

map depicts an average user’s

The impact of family on the

journey in a rural or subur-

patient’s experience is as

ban setting within the domain

important as their individual

of cultural practices and

experience. Patient’s comfort

traditions. It helps locate

seems to be a greater respon-

specific areas of interest

sibility of the family than

in this sphere of research

the hospital.

and target them specifically

From formalities of the

PERCEIVED JOURNEY OF A

through primary and secondary

procurement of small require-

PATIENT

research.

ments for the treatment to

The flowchart describes the

caring for the patient, the

journey of a patient of a

family seems to play a bigger

small town in Bihar from the

role in terms of interaction

inception of a problem to

with the hospital space than

its cure through a hospital.

the patient themselves. Both

There is further exploration

the areas of interest chosen

done to extract relevant

from this journey depict

points of interaction.

focus on the cultural aspect

The patient’s journey is

of society to a great extent.

heavily influenced by their

Further to this, I explore

cultural background. Each

these areas in a deeper

1.5

Here, the patient’s journey

44

segment of the experience



context and extract various

which is in control of

There is an attempt to

interventions possible on

the patient is adapted to

mark precise areas in this

acoount of this clash.

suit cultural or religious

journey where cultural and

dimensions, while the other

rational approaches to the

aspects which are controlled

same experience contrast each

by the hospital are completed

other creating specific yet,

with a relatively objective

impactful hurdles in the

approach.

journey.
45

Fig 1.9
Patient Journey Map (Macro)
46
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1.6

financial paperwork during

which typically run on power

the treatment. This makes

are replaced by battery run

them an integral part of the

and/or hand held tools. This

system, but theoretically,

improvisation is productive

the healthcare system is not

for first aid but doctors

designed to accommodate these

require advanced tools for

services.

further treatment.

02. Collectivistic culture of
society

03. Expectations of patients
There is much variation
in the mentality of pa-

The families are close knit

tients across cultures and

and generally live together.

demographics. While in a

In health crises, most

city, the hospital takes up

members choose to travel with

the responsibility of the

the patient to the hospital.

patient’s well being, in

When traveling for secondary

smaller towns the healthcare

and tertiary treatments to a

system is not exclusively

bigger town or the nearest

responsible for the patients

01. Electricity Shortage in
Hospitals

city, the family stays in or

well being. This creates a

around the hospital while the

sense of fear and insecurity

There are frequent power

patient is inside the ward.

about resources, travel and

cuts in small towns and

Due to expensive accommoda-

procurement of needed com-

suburban medical centers.

tion in a city and budget

modities for the treatment.

There is power backup in some

constraints in times of

The families and the patient

facilities while the others

emergency, the accommodation

themselves feel responsible

improvise with temporary

of these members is a concern

for understanding the system

electrical connections. The

for the hospital management.

and their own needs, which

backup is generally limited

Apart from this, the families

with other factors involved,

to the ICU, OT and path-lab

are also involved in the

becomes very difficult to deal

facilities. Such issues are

process of looking after the

with. Thus, there is less

also faced by the disaster

patient, medicine procure-

expectation from the system

management industry, where

ments, interactions with

and it is easy to get away

there are power cuts after

the doctors and adhering to

with workflow loopholes.

RELAVANT OBSERVATIONS
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calamities. The instruments
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PRIMARY RESEARCH & OBSERVATIONS

To conduct field research in

01.01.2020 - 01.22.2020

the hospitals of suburban and
rural India to understand

2.1

cultural interventions in

INTENT OF RESEARCH

New Delhi, India

Bihar, India

Aandar

Jeeradai
Narendrapur

Patna
Danapur

the infrastructure of their
healthcare system.
This study primarily aims at
observation and verification
of claims that were produced
in the first chapter. It acts
as a bridge that translates
the proposed research into
final concepts. The goal was
to observe and articulate
a single process of the
patient’s workflow in the
hospital through the lens of:
. D
 octor
. Nurse
. Patient
. Space
The workflow was intended to
be within Patient Support
Services in the non- clinical
areas of the facility at
the hospital.This data was
used to formulate interviews
with staff at other centers
in rural and Government
Hospitals. My research is
classified by demographics
into the categories of Urban,
including tier 1 and tier 2
cities, and Rural Healthcare.
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URBAN /TIER 01

. Had been sleeping on the

Safdarjung hospital is the
largest hospital in Delhi

street outside the hospital

that is directly under the

building for 24 days.

central government. The hos-

Could not afford accommoda-

pital is mandated to attend

tion, as only one attendant

to all the patients that

was permitted inside the

come for treatment free of

wards.

cost. Bound by law, they may

01.
SAFDARJUNG HOSPITAL
Large Scale Hospital,
New Delhi

. They were a family of 5

not refer the patient to an

people who had travelled from

alternative medical center.

Bulandsheher, Uttar Pradesh.

These circumstances make the
patient base of the hospital

Observation Study 01

extremely diverse with people

Raju, 41 years

traveling from all across the

Patient’s Family Member

country, after being referred
to multiple treatment centers
or an exhaustion of the financial capacity of the family.
I met with multiple families

doctors’ treatment and
were following prescribed

sent around or misguided.
. Patient calling system was
illegible; they had to always

medications. The nurses were

ask and confirm their turn

irritable, and the family

with an attendant in the

felt uncomfortable approach-

fear of missing out on an

ing them.
. People providing public

at the hospital who had come

service would come to the

from unsatisfied experiences

hospital at night to dis-

in their native regions,

tribute blankets and tea.

visiting Delhi with a final

and they were not constantly

. They were content with the

announcement.
. Wayfinding was not difficult
since there were a many people around to assist. Despite
being asked to follow the

. The toilet facilities were

colored lines to reach the

hope of receiving appropriate

limited to some 10 people,

department, they asked people

treatment.The expectations of

who too had to wait their

where they were supposed to

these people were very low.

turn. But it was anticipated,

go.

They practically did not con-

not deemed as a problem.

sider any logistical issues
in the hospital as problems
but just another system they
were expected to deal with.
People kept to themselves,
and never questioned whatever
a doctor or a nurse said.

. The medicines were explained

. The family spent Rs. 70,000

to them but it was still not

– Rs. 80,000 on treatment

very clear. They could not

elsewhere but were not

read the prescription, and so

satisfied as the process

were advised by the pharma-

seemed neverending. Here the

cist which medicine to take

treatment was free of cost

and how many times a day.
55
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.

. His wife was facing complications in her pregnancy. Post
delivery, both the mother
and the infant were under
Observation Study 02
Raju, 41 years
Patient’s Family Member

supervision.
. The gynecology department
would not allow male attendants or family members
inside the ward so he had to
call a distant relative to be
with his wife.
. He had been living in the
hospital courtyard for 7
days, arranging food for the
relative and meeting his wife
during the visitor hours.
. There were at least 3 patients per bed in the general
ward. Sometimes, one out of
the 3 would have to sit down

Fig. 2.1

Fig. 2.2

Fig 2.1 Patient’s family in

instead of laying down due to

the hospital campus

lack of space and beds.

Fig 2.2 Waiting room
Fig 2.3 Interviewing patients
staying on the streets

. At times, the infants would
be placed on the beds while
the mother would have to sit
or lay next to the bed on the

Fig 2.4 Unknown medicines

floor. All attendants were

wrapped in newspapers from

expected to be on the floor.

local villages

The drip systems were at-

Fig 2.5 Colored coded signage

tached to the frame of the

lines across corridors to

bed in case the patient was

diverse literacy levels

on the floor.
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Fig. 2.3

Fig. 2.4

Fig. 2.5

URBAN /TIER 02
Doctor

Dr. Anuj Singh

Observations

.

Calling for patient files and

General Ward 1,

history records while talking

CNS Hosptial

to the patient’s family
Calling for spectacles to
read reports for the last
patient’s bed.
.

Nurse bringing CT scan
reports, checks by the window
or in-front of the tube light
of the ward.

02.
CNS HOSPITAL

.

Checking the register for
the past doses of medicines

Patna

prescribed and any observation by the nurses during the

Fig 2.6

Fig 2.7

day.
My research at the CNS hos-

.

Interaction with patient in

pital was conducted through

different languages: depend-

the process of shadowing a

ing on the comfort level of

doctor, 5 patients in the

the patient.

general ward, nurses, and the

.

Interaction with family:

space itself, for 12 hours

Training them to take care of

each. I also conducted an

the patient, telling them the

interview with the mother

do’s and don’ts. Question -

of a patient occupying the

Answers with the attendants

private room.

for about 10 mins each.
.

Signing files at the end of
the tour. The files then go to
the head nurses, medicines
are ordered and treatment is
organized incase required.
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Fig 2.8

.

Multiple people on the same
bed, with the family members
using the same space to
adjust themselves. Not more
than one person could lie
down at once. This was more

Patients

prominent in the gynecology

General Ward 1,

department.

CNS Hosptial

.

when a patient had to be

Observations
.

Patients talking only to
their attendants and not

transferred.
.

table bed was placed on the

because they find it tough to

bed of the patient. It would

make themselves understood.

take them about 45 mins to

Not comfortable in any
position, making the bedrest
crank with the help of their

finish the meal.
.

Receptive to any change
in regular routine, like

patient comfort.
.

.

inconvenient

Needed extensive help in
movement to the bathroom.

Transferring from the bed to
the stretcher was painful and

improvise.
.

Cranky behavior: Nurses and
staff were not sympathetic.

checkups and injections. The
attendant consoling them to

Constant movement of the
backrest on the bed for

attendants.
.

Food was fed to the patient
by the attendant. A special

communicating with the nurses

.

Drip system was held in hand

.

Patient was tied up so that

Either a wheelchair with a

they would not get restless

toilet seat was used or 2

and remove the tubes connect-

attendants had to lift the

ed. The leg leg tied from a

patient by the shoulders to

brick to keep it straight and

the bathroom.

restrict movement.
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Fig 2.9

Fig 2.10

Fig 2.11

.

Incase of a need to lift or

Case Study 01

Nursing Staff

Mrs. Madhu Tiwari,

General Ward 1,

transfer the patient, the GS

Mother of patient

CNS Hosptial

team is called, which are
2 male assistants who do
physically challenging tasks.

routine was the dependence on

Observations

Tiwari, Shweta is a 26

attendants. Her mother would

Due to the absence of a

year old graduate from the

always be with her, but was

transfer system in healthcare

National Institute of Fashion

unable to physically transfer

at home, the height of the

Technology, Delhi. She

the patient from the bed to

beds, the chairs and the

belongs to Patna, Bihar and

the wheelchair and back. This

wheel-chairs varied consid-

was working with Motorola as

changed the daily routines

erably. The family of the

a designer.

of their house, where family

patient was not necessarily

In May 2019 during work,

members no longer would sit

short of funds for treatment,

Shweta fell down a flight of

in the living room in the

but could not afford to buy

spiral staircase from the 4th

evening, but inside the

complex medical equipment

floor to the 3rd floor and in-

bedroom to give her company.

for use at home. Due to the

jured her cervical cord. This

They changed the layout of

absence of a physically fit

injury prevented any movement

their house such that the

family member who could lift

in her legs and she had been

television set, music player

the patient, it was very dif-

bedridden for 8 months then.

and seating could all be

Apart from the emotional

incorporated in her room.

aspect of her health, she was

On certain occasions when 2

recreation. All daily needs

now physically restricted

male members of the family

were taken care of on the bed

and dependent on others for

would be present, the patient

by the mother or the aunt.

ficult to transfer the patient

patients, helps them up or
supports them in movement
depending on the situation.
.
Observations
.

available and thus, can only

files of all patients in the

be used one at a time on all

wards at a regular basis (by
emergencies simultaneously.
.

beds.
.

of patient, after each

the desk filling out paperwork

for daily activities and

discharge. They separate the

or making sure medicines are

dirt-laundry with the blood

given to the patients in a

stained laundry and put them

timely fashion.
.

The second nurse goes from

wheel-chair and taken out for

hospitals and was then

a stroll. This was something

the lower body, handicapped.

and attends to the patients.
.

The nurses also prepare the
beds in case of a change

One nurse is constantly at

had been treated at multiple

While talking to her mother

is only one curtain set

to complete the individual

bed to bed whenever called

forward to during the day.

when required. However, there

tient care. They are required

completely functional, but

the patient would look

required to draw curtains

work: administrative and pa-

hand) and take care of any

To respect the patients
privacy, the nurses are

Nurses have 2 categories of

The patient’s upper body was

admitted to CNS Patna.

The nurse, along with the
2 helpers, transfers the

would be transferred to the

all daily activities. She
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.

The daughter of Ms. Madhu

in different piles.
.

A major part of the job is to
keep the attendants at bay.
They generally get agitated

The two nurses switch roles

and keep asking questions

since one job requires you

to the nurses. They are

I learned that the biggest

to sit while the other is

sometimes rude and can be

problem in maintaining her

physically exhausting.

difficult to communicate with.
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.

The shift changes every 6
hours with a half hour break
in-between for food or tea.
They are still required to be
within the ward during the
break.

.

Organization of files is
critical since doctors have
limited time while on rounds
and can ask for a patient’s
report at any time.

.

The lift outside the ward
takes only one patient at a
time. There is sometimes a
Fig 2.13

line and in this case, the
nurse is required to wait
with the patient on the
stretcher. Sometimes, the
drip bag or ivy is left on
the stretcher itself and
the families attend to them
during the transit.
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Fig 2.12

Fig 2.14

Space

.

There was no space for atten-

General Ward 1

dants to sleep. A platform

CNS Hospital

was given to the attendants
and they either slept on
the floor next to the bed or
partly under the bed.
.

The other family members were
not permitted inside the
ward to avoid overcrowding.
They slept in the halls
downstairs, or in the waiting
areas.

.

Extra stretchers and wheelchairs were kept outside the
ward to save space inside.
The staff would fetch them

Fig 2.15

Fig 2.16

only if required.
.

.
The ward at CNS was particu-

between beds, some patients

larly spacious. The beds were

hung a cloth or towel between

correctly numbered and had

their spaces for privacy.

their designated space.
.

However, they had to leave

The 3 pipes of oxygen, vacuum

one side open for the nurses

and others were present for

to observe.

all beds. This system is
however not common in other
hospitals.
.

Due to lack of privacy

.

All work was done by hand.
Except for ivy machines,
there was negligible elec-

The nurses were present at

tronic equipment in the

the nurse station was on the

wards, including computers.

entrance and did not have a

All work was predominantly

view of the entire ward. This

manual.

required them to move around
constantly.
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Fig 2.17

Fig 2.18

.

.

Attendants would use public

used extensively with over-

bathrooms to wash utensils,

crowded waiting spaces and

common spaces to eat and

corridors. Most logistical

prepare food. This was tried

tasks were managed by the

and monitored by the staff to

families since it required

avoid misuse.

excessive movement across

Bathrooms being used to clean

buildings. The crowd density

utensils was a big problem

in almost all common spaces

since it blocked the drainage

made it hard for critical pa-

system. As a result, a person

03.

tients to wait. The families

would monitor the family’s

INDIRA GANDHI INSTITUTE OF

of admitted patients lived on

movement in public bathrooms.

MEDICAL SCIENCES (IGIMS)

the rooftop or the courtyard,

Large Scale Hospital, Patna

since they were not allowed

There was no place for show-

to use bedding inside the

ering or daily requirements

main buildings.

of the families. The families
of 4-5 would thus, have to

Since the hospital estab-

improvise outside the hospi-

lishment is old, I could

tal or compromise on personal

visibly see the aging of

hygiene. This is a problem

medical equipment on their

for a hospital environment.
.
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campus. They had a repair

There was only one lift

center on the campus where

from the ward on the third

they developed and repaired

floor. In case of overuse or

equipment. Most disposed

technical problems, patients

IGIMS is a large scale

devices were stored on the

were transferred by stairs

hospital in the center of the

terrace, and one could notice

using textile stretchers or

city with large number of

the weak and strong points

bedsheets. This is highly

departments. Most departments

in their construction. This

discouraged since it can be

are in separate buildings

acted as a live test of

very dangerous.

within the campus, and the

devices, their use and abuse.

infrastructure can visibly be

It is important to keep this

differentiated between the

reality in mind since both,

new and the old construction.

the infrastructure and the

Both parts of the capmus are

users remain the same.
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Fig 2.19

Fig 2.21

Fig 2.22
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Fig 2.20

Fig 2.23

The hospital was in a deplorable condition in terms of
infrastructure. The center
was entirely dependent on the
04.

family members to do every
task for the patient. There

HOSPITAL 4 (UNDISCLOSED NAME)

was only one staff member

70 bed hospital, Patna

who was trained to give
injections. The remaining
tasks were either done by the
doctor when on his rounds or
by the families themselves.
Neither the attendants nor
the staff members were educated about the medicines.
Incase of an emergency, the
patient was transferred to
a bigger hospital by the
families. The conditions
were poor and unhygienic.
The equipment was old and
rusted. The operation theatre
had minimal sanitization.
Sensitive samples were stored
in dangerous conditions.
Families did’nt expect
much; their primary concern
was the recovery of the
patient. Talking to multiple
families, they said this was
commonplace and not much was
expected. Any other hospital
would have cost more money,
so this worked well for them.
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Fig 2.24 Patient Transfers

Fig 2.25 Drying surgical gowns

Fig 2.26 Lack of space
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He claimed that he had never
experienced a low patient
footfall because being
economical helps him target
the masses, those who cannot
afford expensive healthcare.
He agreed that he had to
compromise on certain necessities in the hospital but
05.

felt that it was better than

HOSPITAL 5 (UNDISCLOSED NAME)

the service other hospitals

20 Bed Nursing Home, Patna

may offer for a similar price
point.
He believes his practice is
more ethical since he serves
the poor, unlike other private practices which charge
an exorbitant amount of money
from the ordinary population.
His practice was small and
basic. It did not create any
patient experience but simply
provided them with what
they needed, or improvised
on assistance. He felt that
improving the infrastructure
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Dr. Sharma (name changed),

would not help him in any

primary surgeon in the

way, since he would have

hospital, stressed on how

to recover the costs from

important it was for the

the patients, which would

practice to be cheaper and

counter the very notion of

affordable compared to larger

offering affordable and cheap

healthcare establishments.

services.

Fig 2.27
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PMCH is a super speciality
hospital of the state run
by the state government. It
is also the largest medical
college of the state and is
run in collaboration with
the

university. The hospital

is well equipped in terms of
most clinical services, but
06.

lacks heavily when it comes

PATNA MEDICAL COLLEGE

to most non-clinical services

& HOSPITAL

of the organisations. Staff

Large Scale Hospital, Patna

is limited and the patients
are left mostly by themselves
and their familites for most
logistical work. The equipment is generally operated by
families and other untrained
professionals thus, requiring
more manpower than needed
otherwise to operate simple
devices. Common spaces are
used to house patients and
their attendents, both during
the day and overnight. Due
to the lack of beds, some
patients are required to
improvise resting spaces by
using floor space and ramps.
These conditions are almost
accepted within the system
and it is very hard to make
changes to such structures.
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Fig 2.28 Lack of Space to accommodate patients
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Fig 2.31
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Fig 2.29

Fig 2.30

Fig 2.32
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Fig 2.33

RURAL

01. Alternative Primary Health
Center, Narendrapur

07.
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTERS
Siwan District, Bihar

were highly dissatisfied.
The centre was as good as

An alternative primary

non-existent and the negli-

healthcare center is lower

gence of the system in making

in hierarchy than the pri-

it work was disappointing.

mary health centers. It is

There was no staff or manpow-

primarily used for maternity

er to assist patients. The

care and emergencies at night

doctor was missing and the

when transport options are

patient’s family had been

minimal. Patients can stay

waiting in the room for over

for a maximum of one night

3 hours without electricity

at these facilities. There

or water. They had themselves

is one doctor and 2 nurses

transported and shifted an

present.

immobile patient to the PHC.

Siwan is a district in Bihar,

This APHC was in very good

There were no ambulances to

north of Patna, housing

condition. It was maintained

get patients to bigger hos-

multiple villages and a large

and operated by an NGO in

pitals. This makes the role

rural population. I visited

the village. Help was always

of PHCs very important in

This center was a clinic,

Primary Health Centers in the

present and the facility

villages.

also used for storage of

villages in Siwan district

was hygienic. There were

vaccines for the district.

for 2 days, the first point of

stretchers, wheelchairs and

Regular camps were set up

contact of the villagers with

patient care available for

once a month for vaccinations

the healthcare system.

short stays.

and injections, especially

The journey to Siwan itself
was a point of study as well.
Due to lack of infrastruc-

03. Prathmic Swasthya Kendra,
Jeeradai

for children. Patients were
02. Samudayak Swasthya Kendra,
Aandar

ture, it is very difficult

80

ing apart and the patients

seen waiting in line for OPD.
The doctor had a small room.
Hence, the patients had to

for ambulances to reach the

Though this Primary Health

wait outside in a queue. The

villages and it takes time

Centre was bigger in scale

center’s

to get patients to bigger

than the APHC, maintenance

water was ground water. This

hospitals. This makes the

was disregarded and there was

centre was responsible for

role of PHC’s very important

no medical help available.

the primary checkups of most

in villages.

The infrastructure was fall-

patients in Siwan.

primary source of
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Fig 2.34
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Fig 2.35

Fig 2.36

08.
ANUMANDALIYA PRIMARY
HEALTH CENTER
Danapur, Bihar

I travelled to Danapur in
Bihar, a small town west of
Patna. I visited a small
hospital, which was a
Primary Health Centre for
OPD patients as well as an
operating center for smaller
ailments. The condition of
the centre was not very good,
but the scale was huge. This
led to distribution of the
crowd and made it easier to
manage patients.
The expenditure on equipment
was very minimal and there
was a shortage of manpower.
However, this centre had very
good access to ambulances and
emergency staff, and acted as
a 24/7 emergency unit in the
town.
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Fig 2.37
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Like most healthcare systems,
the industry in India has
penetrated to the deepest

3.1

corners of the country, and
yet, fails to connect to the
culture of the society. These
systems have spanned across a
country of 1.3 billion people
over several decades, making
them an integrated part of
several generations. Creating
an impactful change in such a

INSIGHTS &

deep rooted industry cannot

create meaningful impact

OBSERVATIONS

be achieved by introducing

in the current healthcare

a radically new system, but

scenario.

needs subtle intervention

I focused on few such in-

within the current mindset

sights and observations to

and expectations. It is

design an intervention that

important to address the

allows a relatively smoother

practical realities and

journey within this system.

use design tools to create
objects or services which can
cater to the requirements of
today. The work henceforth
is an attempt to address the
routine, pressing issues
which can be observed at
a hospital, and often go
unnoticed when seen from a
broader perspective. However,
creative tools give us the
ability to understand this

Fig 3.1
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user-centricity, emotional
quotient and usability to
89

INSIGHT 1
01.
THERE IS A REQUIREMENT OF COLLECTIVISM IN THE SYSTEM
In a society which naturally promotes a collectivistic culture, the responsibility
of looking after family and friends is of utmost importance. Families go to extreme
lenghts to take care of the sick and take over responsibilities from the system upon
themselves to ease the experience of the patient. This makes the hospital and the
families interconnected, often times creating an expectation that every patient is
accompanied by multiple support attendents.

Fig 3.2
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INSIGHT 2
02.
THERE IS A LACK OF EXPECTATION FROM THE PATIENTS FOR NON CLINICAL SERVICES
The deeply rooted perception of a hospital and the challenges associated with it have
created a sense of acceptance within the population. Most people in rural locations are
willing to ignore the non-clinical hardships if the clinical services are provided thus,
accepting a low standard of hospital experience.

Fig 3.3
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INSIGHT 3
03.
LACK OF SPACE & INFRASTRUCTURE CREATES LOGISTICAL ISSUES
Compromised non-clinical services, combined with challenges of space and infrastructure,
leads to logistical and patient transfer issues. Such tasks are generally taken over by
the families of patients and hence, depends on their ability to manage and maneuver the
movement of the patients body. Patients often compromise on resting spaces and can be seen
taking up floor spaces of the common areas.

Fig 3.4
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PATIENT LOGISTICS

3.2

INSIDE A HOSPITAL

A generalised scenario

Arrive by Private Vehicle accompanied by 2 relatives

Family distributes the logistical
tasks

Transferred to the OPD ward by the
family attendents
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The patient lies on the floor or a
stretcher for the waiting period.

Paper work and documentation
completed by the family

Examined by the doctor either in
his cabin or on the corridor

Anxiety of the patient building up as they lie
flat on the stretcher for hours

The doctor provides SOS medicine and
suggests further tests/
observation for the day

Transferred to different room
within the hospital for various
tests

Tests are conducted: positioning according
to the tests

Observation of the patient. Does
not get a ward for a few hours

Drip bags are put at places close to
where the patient is; such as the door,
the wall

The patient remains on the stretcher or the
floor in the hospital

Patient observed by
the doctor and let to
go

Documents and reports collected byt he
family in a few hours

Fig 3.5
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PATIENT TRANSFER TOUCHPOINTS
When a patient is transferred from one
surface to another

Arrive by Private Vehicle accompanied by 2 relatives

Family distributes the logistical
tasks

Transferred to the OPD ward by the
family attendents

The patient lies on the floor or a
stretcher for the waiting period.

Paper work and documentation
completed by the family

Examined by the doctor either in
his cabin or on the corridor

Anxiety of the patient building up as they lie
flat on the stretcher for hours

The doctor provides SOS medicine and
suggests further tests/
observation for the day

Transferred to different room
within the hospital for various
tests

Tests are conducted: positioning according
to the tests

Observation of the patient. Does
not get a ward for a few hours

Drip bags are put at places close to
where the patient is; such as the door,
the wall

The patient remains on the stretcher or the
floor in the hospital

Patient observed by
the doctor and let to
go

Documents and reports collected byt he
family in a few hours

Fig 3.6
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Even amongst the tasks
performed by the hospital
staff, incohesive pieces of
furniture and infrastructure
create challenges in shifting
patients from one surface
to another. Hospitals use
different ways to move patients which usually involves
a physical lift of either
just the body or thorugh the
CONTEXTUAL INSIGHTS INTO
LOGISTICS & TRANSFERS

bedsheets. These transfers
are visually, physically and
psychologically dangerous,
especially if the patient
is in a conscious state.
Often times, lack of bed
spaces aggravates issues
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During the entire journey

when the patient has to be

of a patient at a hospital,

constantly lifted from the

there is typically a lot of

floor. Most products are

movement involved during the

utilised for specific purposes

day. Most of these movements

in the patient’s journey,

include a combination of

but none of them are able

transfers and resting grounds

to connect these individual

depending on the requirement

services in support of a

of the hospital staff, the

smooth patient expereince.

infrastructure, and ailment

There are existing mechanisms

of the patient. Most of the

designed aiding body movement

transfers were executed by

but this concept is not yet

the family, which tends

popular in the interior parts

to require multiple abled

of the system and is found

manpower, especially if

in limited hospitals in the

the patient is immobile.

state.

Fig 3.7
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OBSERVED TRANSFER MECHANISMS IN THE RESEARCH
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Human Lift

Bedsheet Transfer

Transfer Boards

OTHER TRANSFER MECHANISMS

Fabric Stretchers

Cohesive Equipment

Robotic Transfers

HOME HEALTHCARE

Assistaive Devices

EVACUATION
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Scoop Stretchers

3.3

USER STORIES

Family of the Patient
I should be able to take care
of logistical responsibilities
in the hospital

STAKEHOLDERS IN

Patient

THE SYSTEM

I should have a smooth & comfortable hospital experience
with least unwanted movement
of the body
Since the intervention needs
to be under the umbrella
of the current system, it
is important to understand
who are the stakeholders
associated with this journey.
The experience and acceptance

Hospital Staff

from all these stakeholders

I should not have troubles

is key to creating an intui-

managing both, the patients

tive and practically viable

and the functioning of the

solution. The user intent of

hospital.

all these stakeholders and
their interaction with each
other creates scenarios which
can be driving features in
the working of a relavant
solution.
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PRIORITIZING FUNCTIONAL NEEDS

EMOTIONAL & PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

User Story

High Priority (Must Have)

Medium Priority (Should Have)

Low Priority (Could Have)

User Story

High Priority (Must Have)

Medium Priority (Should Have)

Low Priority (Could Have)

Family: I (brother of
the patient) should be
able to take care of
logistical priorities
in the hospital

1. Moving the patient around flat
surfaces and ramps by one person

1. The patient should feel
respected and attended at all times,
esp during non clinical tasks

1. Housing bags and personal
belongings during movement

1. Moving the patient around flat
surfaces and ramps by one person

1. The patient should feel
respected and attended at all times,
esp during non clinical tasks

1. Housing bags and personal
belongings during movement

2. Moving the patient up and down
the stairs by two people

2. The patient needs to be
comfortable enough to use the
stretcher for 24 hours at a stretch.

Family: I (brother of
the patient) should be
able to take care of
logistical priorities
in the hospital

2. Moving the patient up and down
the stairs by two people

2. The patient needs to be
comfortable enough to use the
stretcher for 24 hours at a stretch.

3. The attendants should feel in
control of the product, such that
it can be used by them without any
external help
Patient: I (the
patient) should have a
smooth & comfortable
hospital experience
with least unwanted
movement of the body

3. The attendants should feel in
control of the product, such that
it can be used by them without any
external help

1. Avoiding transfer of the body
from one surface to another during
the journey

1. The patient should feel
respected and attended at all times,
esp during non clinical tasks

2. Reduce the level of anxiety &
restlessness of the patient by
allowing the body to sit/lie down
in multiple postures accorinding
to need

2. The patient needs to be
comfortable enough to use the
stretcher for 24 hours at a stretch.

1. A stretcher + wheelchair
inclusion. Giving the patient
freedom and independence

Patient: I (the
patient) should have a
smooth & comfortable
hospital experience
with least unwanted
movement of the body

3. Movements and transfers should
be a dependable feature of the
stretcher and not just the
attendent, thereby making the
patient safe.
Hospital: I (the
hospital
superintendent) should
not have troubles
integrating this
product in the current
system
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1. The patient should feel
respected and attended at all times,
esp during non clinical tasks

2. Reduce the level of anxiety &
restlessness of the patient by
allowing the body to sit/lie down
in multiple postures accorinding
to need

2. The patient needs to be
comfortable enough to use the
stretcher for 24 hours at a stretch.

1. A stretcher + wheelchair
inclusion. Giving the patient
freedom and independence

3. Movements and transfers should
be a dependable feature of the
stretcher and not just the
attendent, thereby making the
patient safe.

1. Should be cheap and within the
current budgets of the hospitals

1. Should be comfortable in housing
multiple stretchers in busy areas
such as Emergency wards, waiting
rooms and OPD corridors

2. Staircase handicap should be
resolved with better safety.

2. Uses less manpower of the
hospital

3. Should be confident that the
product can by used by untrained
members without creating a risk
for the patient

1. Avoiding transfer of the body
from one surface to another during
the journey

1. Should be easy to store or
stack at the entrance of the
hospital and Emergency
department

Hospital: I (the
hospital
superintendent) should
not have troubles
integrating this
product in the current
system

1. Should be cheap and within the
current budgets of the hospitals

1. Should be comfortable in housing
multiple stretchers in busy areas
such as Emergency wards, waiting
rooms and OPD corridors

2. Staircase handicap should be
resolved with better safety.

2. Uses less manpower of the
hospital

1. Should be easy to store or
stack at the entrance of the
hospital and Emergency
department

3. Should be confident that the
product can by used by untrained
members without creating a risk
for the patient
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Based on the stakeholder
scenarios of high priority
needs, I shortlisted the

3.4

postures and movement of the
DEFINING THE SCOPE

patients associated with
these scenarios. The listed

FEATURES REQUIRED FOR

features needed to be homoge-

OBSERVED SCENARIOS

nized with the on-ground culture that I had observed, so
that it would pose viability
within the existing system.
The intent was to imagine a

01. Staircase Movement

patient’s companion in the
form of a basic device, one
which could help the patients
and their families through
all logistical tasks associated with the hospital. This
ideal companion would ease
their troubles while climbing
floors, maneuvering

the pa-

tient’s body through the floor
space and help the patient

02. Transfer Device

03. Flat Rest

04. Partial Sitting Posture

05. Elevated Bed

06. Wheel Movement

07. Storage Space

support multiple postures.
Most importantly, it would
help ease the transfer of
the body from one surface to
another thus, connecting this
logistical system together.
All these features now
needed to be prioritized to
conceptualise a practical and
viable interface of patient
logistics.
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TARGET AREA I

TARGET AREA II

Movement & Waiting Oriented Device

Transfer & Waiting Oriented Device

The focus of the device is

The focus of the device is

helping the patient and the

facilitating all forms of

attendants in all forms of

transfers within the hospital

movement within the hospital

journey of a patient. The

infrastructure. It taps onto

device targets the nuisances

the psychological and physi-

of resting spaces, especially

cal realities of waiting and

for short waiting periods

resting in the common spaces

spent on the floor.

of the hospital.
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different extents. However,
the most commonly used
transfer techniques in these
hospitals is concerning and
dangerous. The absence of
SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

cohesive equipment required

Target Area II

to ease these transfers
does not seem to change in
the immediate future due to
factors spoken of earlier.
An intervention within this
domain is necessary, both
functionally and ethically.
These interventions need
to compliment the cultural
context of those spaces,
incorporating the viability
of all stakeholders, such
that it can be easily incorporated within the current
system. The project does
not aim at reinventing the
wheel, but rather easing an
already existing journey
for the patient, including
how they navigate the
hospital’s infrastructure.

Fig 3.8
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Comparing the two target

The product shall represent

area’s, the one focusing

the collectivistic apporach

on ‘transfers and resting’

towards the system, people’s

is more appropriate in the

understanding of interacting

current context. It is a

with medical equipment and

problem which exists in

the sensitivity of emotions

hospitals of all scales, to

at such a critical location.
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3.5

1
DESIGN BRIEF

114

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Driving factors behind
the design

To design an intervention in the logistical

01. OPTIMIZE SPACE

journey of the patient, which aids their
attendants in patient transfer and waiting

The design should encourage

related challenges within the current Indian

maximum utilisation of limited

healthcare system.

floor space in a hospital.

The product needs to respect
the challenges of space within
the hospital infrastructure.
It would be used in compact
and crowded spaces and stored
near the hospital entrace, and
thus, must take up minimal
floor area. Moreover, the
product should encourage utilisation of bedspace keeping in
mind how there may or may not
be multiple users at the same
time to save space.
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2

3
02. EXTENSIVELY USER-

03. SURVIVE SUBSTANTIAL

FRIENDLY

USE & ABUSE

The design should be friendy

The objects in the public

to use by both trained staff

domain will me mishandled and

and untrained family members

suffer damages at regular
intervals

Keeping in mind the collec-
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tivistic mindset of the soci-

The product needs to be easy

ety and the dependence of the

to maintain as it would be

system to include personal

available for use to anyone in

attendants, the product will

a public space. It is possible

be used by people for the

that the product faces damages

first time under high stress

and deterioration over time,

and a critical scenario.

faster than a regular product

In such cases, the product

of the same materials. It is

should reflect sensibilities

imperative that the system does

of user friendliness and

not break apart due to damages

comfort.

and loss of parts.
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healthcare system.

challenges within the current Indian

patient transfer and waiting related

which aids their attendants in

logistical journey of the patient,

To design an intervention in the

CAN DESIGN REALLY BE BORROWED
ACROSS CULTURAL BOUDARIES?

120

2.0
3.0

1.0
HEALTHCARE

DEFINING THE PROJECT
CAN WE INTERVENE WITHIN
THE SYSTEM, INSTEAD OF
MAKING A NEW SYSTEM?

PRIMARY RESEARCH

IS GROUND REALITY

DIFFERENT FROM THE
THEORY?

DESIGN
HOW DOES THE INTERVENTION
EASE THE SYSTEM?

With a clearer perspective
on the ground realities, I
started brainstorming ideas

4.1

aided by the tools of design
CREATIVE PROCESS

thinking. My process was
particularly focussed towards
the need and experience of
the user within the context
of Indian, rural healthcare.
I was constantly in communication with the doctors
I visited in Patna, for
feedback. My design journey
involved a lot of going back
and forth for insights into
the creative processes, both
from a standpoint of usability and sustenance within the
current systems. Manufacturability was an important
aspect to be considered for
the prospect of actuation
of this project. Thus, I
reached out to local vendors
to understand the material
capabilities to guide my
design and the manufacturing
options in Bihar.

Fig 4.1
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Fig 4.2
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Fig 4.3
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The first iteration is
focussed on the logistical
experience of the patient and

4.2

their families within the leITERATION 1

althcare system. My approach
was to design a product that
catered to the transfer of
patients and changing their
postures, so as to tap into
both, functionality and
psychological comfort of the
patient. The intent was to
allow the patient to adjust
themselves in multiple positions during the long waiting
periods, unlike the constant
lying-down position offered
by traditional stretchers.
These changes in posture
would drive the movements,
both on a flat surface and on
staircases across floors. The
iteration delved into understanding the usability of the
product through different
interactions of the patient
with the logistical journey
inside a hospital. This
concept design used a two
frame mechanism which worked
on a pivot, allowing the base
posture to change, and easy
movement by untrained users.
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Fig 4.4
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The second iteration focussed
on the experience of the
patient with the hospital
staff and infrastructure of
the space. This design idea
ITERATION 2

aimed at strengthening the
viability of the product in
a localized environment. The
product was intended to be
incorporated within crowded
spaces, with minimal lighting
and high stress levels. The
design assimilates specific
features of assembly using
minimal space, a coordinated
movement of people, and
stretchers in the same space,
and different needs of medical staff to take care of the
patient. The product has a
three-dimensional frame which
can be flipped to be locked
in different positions. The
patient’s requirement can
direct the form of the frame,
which would potentially help
them in their respective
logistical journeys.

Fig 4.5
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The biggest challenge in
refining and narrowing down
product details was the
joinery within the object.
Since the design required to
PRODUCT STUDY

carry patients of different

& MECHANICS

anatomys and weights, the
mechanism needed to be
strong enough to support
these changes in structural
postures. I began looking at
products, already present
in the market, which work
on folding mechanisms and
hold weight in the process.
Apart from selective existing
stretchers that can be
folded and opened up (used in
evacuation and for special
needs), some consumer objects
such as camping furniture
and transfer bags work on a
similar mechanism. I studied
collapsible mechanisms
commonly seen in compact,
travel-based products. I later delved into understanding
the structure and mechanism
of such objects so that these
principles could inform my
design/ideation process and,
be scaled up and used for
medical devices.
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Fig 4.6
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4.3
MODULAR CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

Combining ideas of the iterations
focussing on transfer mechanisms

One such product which
fulfills most functions in the
chosen scope is a toddlers
stroller. The product is
very flexible, caters to the
various needs of a parent
and can be collapsed for
better usability. It allows
the child to be in multiple
postures and helps in both
horizontal as well as vertical movement. I tried to
study these mechanisms further in an attempt to adapt
them to the requirements of
a logistical device for the

Taking into account the
iterations highlighted
earlier, I decided to combine
these design elements within
a modular framework. Each
module would build onto the
existing functions, and thus,
allow the user to customize
the object according to
their requirement. These
functions would be patricularly focussed on transfer
and waiting-related services
offered to the patient.
Modularity here is intended
to open up an array of user
possibilities as opposed to
a rather linear approach to

healthcare environment.

linear functionality.
Fig 4.7
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Fig 4.8
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Fig 4.9
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1

2

3

1 MODULE
01. Transfer from Surface to
Surface
Transfer Board

2 MODULES
02. Transfer short distances
Scoop Stretcher

3 MODULES
03. Makeshift bed spaces
Elevated Bed Surface

01. Transfer from Surface to Surface
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02. Transfer short distances

03. Makeshift bed spaces
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DEVELOPING FEATURES WITH

02. Extensively User-friendly

THE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
. The product should be reduced

01. Optimization of Space
.

The product should occupy
only the amount of space
required by the patient according to both medical needs
and personal attributes.

.

The assembly of the object
needs to take up minimal
space, since it will most
likely be used in crowded

03. Survive Substantial
Use & Abuse

to basic essentials in terms

. Most pieces of hospital furni-

of functions and components,

ture observed throughout the

such that it is simple enough

research had been in use for

to understand, interact with,

long peried of time. Often, a

and operate for first time

product is only disposed once

users without prior expere-

it becomes functionally obso-

ince with or knowledge about

lete. Thus, the object needs

the product.

to account for ageing through
extensive wear and tear.

. The product itself needs
to act as the user manual.

. Since the product will be

With the absence of tutored

availabe for use in a public

instructions, it is important

space, it will be used by

for the user to understand

different kinds of people in

the components through relat-

high stress conditions. The

ability or iconography.

structural frame needs to be
sturdy with metallic components
to support longetivity.

waiting rooms.
.

Vidiisse fitam ina ariactor
audenat ustrum inatum tus.
Graeter istratus inum intine
rebus huciam noctatus perum
publinam, ne auci cus? isum
in dio Catiame ntilnereme
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Iteration of features

Using the entire frame
for a larger bed height

Perpendicular
orientation to the
board
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Locking the rails

Hanldes within the

Elevating the

Lateral connection

to form a single

frame for grip

handles to provide

of boards to for

frame

opportunities on

space for ivy bags

a continious bed

all sides

and curtains for

frame by a snap

privacy

lock mechanism
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Using the handles
on the side rails
as a foot in the
bed

Forms a natural
wedge

5°
Attaching the ends
to form a scoop
stretcher

I-shaped
structural
Frame
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4.4

CONCEPT PROPOSAL

The object is a singular
attachment in a modular
framework of transfer-related
solutions in Indian hospitals. It attempts to tackle
loopholes in the logistical
journey of a patient,
providing body transfer
capabilities by adapting as
a transfer board (1 module)
and a scoop stretcher (2
modules). It can further be
attached as a set of three
modules to form a makeshift
bed, elevating the patient
from floor contrary to the
current practice of resting
on the floor. The product has
additional features like rail
attatchments and handles,
which would allow attachment
of existing supplementary
devices like ivy bag, tables,
storage equipment and the
likes.
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1 Module

150

2 Modules

3 Modules

Scoop

Transfer

Makeshift

Stretcher

Board

Bed
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1 MODULE
01. TRANSFER BOARD
The module as a singular
piece can be attached to the
edge of a standard stretcher
and can be pulled out to act
as a flat transfer board. The
edge of the module flushes
with the stretcher and thus,
allows the other side to rest
on the new bed.
The patient’s body can be
pulled to slide over this
bridge and imitate the functions of an actual transfer
board.
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MOVEMENT IN

TRANSFER BOARD

THE MODULE
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2 MODULES
02. SCOOP STRETCHER
The module has a natural
five degrees tilt such that
anatomically, it acts as
a wedge. This helps push
the two modules under the
patients body from both
sides and connect them using
a push-lock mechanism. The
patient can then be lifted
like one would using a regular hand stretcher, without
having to displace the body
during the process.
The rails on the module allow
for easy sliding movement of
the bed and the frame to get
under the patients body. Once
the bed is under the patient,
the frame slides along the
rails and can be attached
with ease.
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FLEXIBILITY TO ADJUST THE MODULE
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Place on both sides

Slide under

of the patient

the patient

01

02

Lock!

UNDER THE PATIENT’S BODY

03
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01. Place the
module under the
patient

160

02. Lock them

03. Lift the

together

stretcher
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A NATURAL WEDGE

USER SCENARIO

Wedge like form for easier
assembly with the patient
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3 MODULES
03. BED FRAME
Each module can be laterally
connected with the other
through a simple traditional sliding joinery. The
cross-section on the rail
keeps the position of the
beds intact, while the weight
rests on the three longitudinal legs of the object.
The position is self-locking
through gravity and the
weight of the bed itself.
The side handles are an
opportunity to hang and store
equipment necessary for the
patient. These rails also immitate the standard rails of
a surgical bed thus, allowing
all available attachments
such as tables, ivy stands
and storage containers to be
used on the bed.
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01.
Freedom to attach
according to need &
space
CHANNEL ATTACHMENT

Lock!

02.
Standard rail size of surgical beds for
additional attachments and hanging space
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03.
Textured plastic to provide safety layering and
a grip during the perpendicular orientation &
storage
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USER SCENARIO

169

4.5
FEATURES &
USABILITY
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01.

Snap Locking Mechanism
The lock of the scoop
stretcher works on the 2 part
push lock. It is fabricated
out of aluminium and works
with a regular spring. It
is easy to use, and self
directional. The lock has
been modified to fit through
the frame and hold a weight
of upto 300kg.
The lock can be opened and
closed by a single person
taking less that 15 seconds,
on both sides.
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02.

The product is the manual!
The product will be used by

Snap lock

Sliding

joinery

joinery

untrained attendants, and
thus, needs to be self explainatory. Since people from
multiple cultural backgrounds
come to these hospitals, it
is important for the object
to be relatable and easily
understandable by means other
than scripted language.
The instructions would be
inscribed on the plastic
backboard part of the design
using symbols and iconography
as a tool to understand the
usage of the product, and
instruction related to the
attachments and the joinery.
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03.

Minimal Maintenance
The entire product is fabricated using two components:
the bed and the frame. The
two components interact
with one another through
an indented channel which
is fabricated in the metal
framework itself. This gives
structural stability and
fosters longetivity of the
object.
The material of the frame
and the bed is aluminium and
plastic respectively, both,
known to last through rough
conditions and demand low
maintainance.
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The module is constructed
out of two components: a bed

Bed Frame Cladding
.

frame and a U-frame. The bed

4.6

frame has an internal metal

Acts as the interface between
the patient and the module.

.

Holds handles and lifting

structure which supports the

capabilities for the atten-

user’s weight and is cladded

dants to successfully use the

with robust polypropylene

product.

plastic. The U-frame is
fabricated out of aluminium
and cladded with rubber to
provide a steady grip.

ELEMENTS OF THE PRODUCT

01. Components
Each element of the product
provides multiple functional
features:
U-Frame
.

Acts as channels to support
the assembly of the scoop
strecher.

.

Acts as legs of the bed and
supports the weight of the
patient on three frames.
Bed Frame Structure

.

Holds the weight of the
patient in all conditions.

.

Acts as a negative stace to
house the channels used for
connecting different modules.

.

A snap fit joinery to hold the
U-Frame intact when used as a
scoop stretcher
177

contrast between a product

product with visibility.

It is a commonly known fact

and a space enhances its

Since the modules may be used

that bright colors are often

visibility. This is especial-

for independent functions by

used in children’s healthcare

ly important for products in

the family of the patient,

spaces as a mood lifter.

a hospital environment due

the product may not be

Color plays a very crucial

to the presence of multiple

returned to its designated

role in design on multiple

equipment. Use of tonal

spot. There is a high chance

levels. Although much of the

contrast on adjacent surfaces

that it would be stalled in

parallels of color theory

of a product also improves

common spaces, halls and

within the realm of health-

visibility for users, espe-

corridors of the healthcare

care research are considered

cially elderly and visually

system and thus, needs good

unsubstantiable, there is an

impaired. High contrast color

visibility. Lastly, the color

obvious visual pattern within

palettes work well with low

of the board is black as it

these spaces.

lighting to maximise shadow

is a solid, neutral tone that

detail. This helps a self

is meant to provide a sense

The visual environment con-

explanatory product be more

of stability and robustness.

sists of interaction of its

accessible and easy to use.

Additionally, it is an ideal

physical elements with light.

The modules designed are

color for a product designed

It is important to know that

made up of two materials,

for high levels of wear and

the scope of this project

aluminium and polyethylene

tear.

caters to very peculiar,

plastic. The two materials

specific hospital environments

offer visual contrast on

that may be not well lit,

account of different textural

have a faded color palette on

properties and the contrast

the whole, and have clustered

of black and yellow enhances

materials within a small

the details of the product.

space. Warm colors are great

The module is intended for

for accent colors, and for

use by trained as well as

color coding purposes and

untrained users and hence, it

for attracting attention. It

is crucial that the use of

is believed that warm colors

the product is made obvious.

provide a sense of physical

There is another important

comfort as well. Strong

role that yellow plays in

01. Color Psychology

this design; it provides the
178
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SYNTHESIS
Lift a life is a logistical

ties by a medical facility,

aid to the patient during

especially one with with less

their journey in a hospital.

manpower assisstance, and

This device can be used as a

can be provided as an aid to

singular module, a combina-

patients.

tion of two or an interconnection of three. Each typol-

The product is designed

ogy caters to the existing

specifically for a cultural

loopholes in the logistical

demographic, but the poten-

journey of the patient by

tial of its function could

offering different mediums of

be applicable to a wider

transfer and waiting-related

space. The COVID-19 pandemic

solutions.

has been a major change in
the ways medical facilities

The modules are lightweight,

apporcah patient-care.

self explainatory and

Limited infrastructure, lack

functionally friendly to

of skilled staff and over-

the patient user and their

crowded patient spaces have

families. They are predomi-

created situations similar

nantly made up of two moving

to the ones observed in this

components, which orient

research. Such a concept can

in different positions to

be developed and be utilized

fullfill separate tasks during

in urban facilites during

the patient’s journey. It

times of such an emergency.

is intended to be low cost
consumer product which can be
purchased in multiple quanti180
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

This project is an attempt
to realise the potential
of design in a real world
scenario within the healthcare industry. A research
driven approach allowed me to
explore multiple domains of
the industry and narrow down
to a singular, impactful task
for intervention. My focus
throughout the past nine
months has been to produce
something viable, a product
which can impact change in
the lives of ordinary people,
instead of redesigning a
conceptual interpretation of
the ideal system. For me,
182

this research shall also act

Industrial design began with

can adapt according to people

as a foundation for other im-

the intent of mass manu-

from different demographics.

pactful interventions within

facturing consumer objects

My hope is that this project

the healthcare industry.

which could be used by as

reaches audiences in the same

The challenges during the

many people as it reaches;

light and motivates readers

logistical journey of a

the more widespread, the

to plant a seed of change

patient does not reflect lack

more impactful and viable a

within their respective

of thought behind developing

product is considered to be.

cultural domains.

different medical systems

However, industrially made

in a hospital. However, the

objects have now become a

development has remained

part of systems which in

concentrated on fulfilling

turn, drive industries. As

specific tasks, not connecting

these systems travel around

these systems together. This

the world, many products

intervention is an attempt

which were designed to be

to bridge these different

used by ‘everyone’, no longer

workflows in a more homoge-

remain truly global. No chair

nous way, by improving the

can accommodate different

logistical experience of the

seating postures of all

patient.

cultures, and no cutlery
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